
Contemporary Accounts 1 (RCAF) Sqn
26 August 1940 - 15.00 - 15.45 hrs Combat B.  Thames Estuary to Essex.

1 (RCAF) SQUADRON INTELLIGENCE REPORT

11 Hurricanes of No.1 Canadian (F) Squadron took off at 11.45 hours from 
North Weald to intercept enemy bombers. The squadron was in single line astern 
when Squadron Leader McNab sighted a large formation of Do215s at 14,000 
feet to starboard. The order of attack was Blue, Yellow, Red and Green Sections. 
While leading the squadron up to 16,000 feet to commence attack he noticed a large 
formation of enemy fighters about five miles to starboard in combat. He ordered the 
sections into echelon starboard and himself attacked left rear aircraft with a long burst 
of fire during which his aircraft was hit. He gave another short burst and broke away. 
When flattening after dive, he saw the e/a he had attacked pass him in vertical dive. 
His cockpit was filled with smoke. However, it was possible to follow E/A through 
cloud to see it crash into ground about four miles from Duxford. Believing himself to 
be on fire, he brought his aircraft down at Duxford where he crash landed. Damage to 
Hurricane believed Cat.1 and no injury to pilot.

Yellow Section leader F/O Briese, not hearing orders, carried out beam attack with 
deflection with no noticeable result.

Yellow 2, F/O Desloges, whose aircraft started to smoke after his attack, came 
through clouds and crash landed in field near Great Wilbraham. Believed Cat.2. No 
injury to pilot.

Red Section leader F/Lt McGregor saw E/A attacked by Blue 1 (S/Ldr McNab), 
falling out of control. He attacked another E/A from 300 yards, with a long burst 
and saw his target breaking up and crew baling out. This is confirmed by R.2 and 
R.3 and others.

R.2, F/O Molson delivered his attack and damaged E/A. He saw bits falling and 
had to break off to avoid E/A, which was evidently out of control. R.3 confirms the 
damage done to this E/A.

R.3, F/O Nesbitt, following delivered attack from 300 yards closing to 150 on 
another E/A. He saw bits of the machine falling off and thinks he saw flame issuing 
from rear.

Green Section leader, F/Lt Corbett, before attacking, saw two machines obviously 
damaged with bits falling off and third out of control, from which the crew was baling 
out. He singled out E/A and made his attack from 400 yards, and before breaking 
away, saw bits falling off and E/A starting to smoke.

Flight Officers Russel and Little following F/Lt Corbett, saw straggler which they 
attacked in succession and this E/A had parts fly off and was obviously damaged.

The pilots were unable to follow the damaged machines due to clouds and as the 
action was fought over land, some of these will have crashed and will have been 
reported by other sources.

Due to enemy action, one pilot, F/O Edwards and one aircraft are missing. 1 aircraft 
crash landed, believed Cat.2, near Great Wilbraham. 1 aircraft crash landed believed 
Cat.1 at Duxford. 1 aircraft previously reported Cat.1 at Northolt is now serviceable. 

Right: Flying Officer Tom Little was one 
of the original members of 1 (RCAF) 
Squadron when it arrived in the UK in 
June 1940.  He took this remarkable 
camera gun sequence from his 
Hurricane as he attacked one of the 
Dorniers during this combat.  Despite 
two other Hurricanes attacking it, the 
Dornier escaped into cloud but was 
claimed as destroyed, shared with F/O 
‘Dal’ Russel.
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Right: McGregor’s Do17 
was this one U5+LR which 
hit the ground near 
Thaxted, Essex.  Two 
crew baled out, exactly as 
McGregor described.

Below:  This Dornier got 
as far as Bury St Edmunds 
before force landing 
which rules out McNab’s 
victim which crashed near 
Duxford.  This aircraft 
could therefore be the 
one in the camera gun 
stills opposite that was 
claimed by Little and 
Russel.
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The squadron left Duxford at 15.10 hours to patrol North Weald with S/Ldr Blackwood leading with 
F/Lt Jefferies and F/Lt Sinclair and 9 Czech pilots. F/Lt Sinclair was Yellow 1 and F/Lt Jefferies, as 
Flight Commander, was Blue 1. All aircraft were equipped with H/F excepting S/Ldr Blackwood’s, 
who was using VHF. Consequently it was impossible for C.O. to issue any orders to the other pilots, 
and further, as VHF was used by sector controller, pilots were unaware of any signals from ground. 

The squadron after penetrating cloud at 7,000 feet climbed steeply to 14,000 feet. Leading section 
then did a sharp turn to port, from which it was assumed by other sections that orders had been received 
from sector controller or that C.O. had sighted something and that bandits were in the vicinity. A 
formation of about 20 Do215s, flying about 500 feet above the Hurricanes had been sighted flying in 
the opposite direction in a very tight formation of an undecided character, escorted by 6 – 9 Me109s. 

‘A’ Flight followed the squadron leader and after a minute or so were joined by 5 A/C of ‘B’ Flight, 
and proceeded to carry out a No.3 attack, but this was rendered difficult owing to formation having 
got rather ragged due to lack of communication. Meanwhile the other a/c of ‘B’ Flight, F/Lt Jefferies, 
overtook formation on starboard side into sun and then carried out 3 beam attacks on Do215s of which 
the first was the most successful and caused one Do215 to fall out of line. This aircraft is probably the 
Do215 subsequently attacked by S/Ldr Blackwood and driven down in flames. S/Ldr Hess confirmed 
that it dived through the clouds enveloped in flames. It was also seen at about 15.35 hours by 44 Infantry 
Brigade to fall near Wivenhoe (M.4842) where the wreckage has been found. S/Ldr Blackwood himself 
had then to abandon his A/C as a result of the concentrated return fire experienced from main formation. 

The remainder of the enemy formation made for home in a south easterly direction. The rest of the 
squadron continued to drive home the attack but were now out of position, the formation of Do215s 
being between them and the sun. They lost touch with the enemy and reformed under F/Lt Jefferies and 
F/Lt Sinclair. Upwards of 6,000 rounds were fired and it is believed that further successes were obtained 
but owing to the light, actual results cannot be recorded and no further claims are made by pilots except 
the Me110 , which is claimed by P/O Fechtner. P/O Fechtner, after chasing a Do215 which had broken 
away from the formation into the clouds, sighted above the clouds one Me110, which he attacked from 
starboard. After a long burst the Me110 broke off the engagement with heavy black smoke pouring from 
starboard engine. This was not customary exhaust smoke, but represented burning oil and petrol He 
was unable to follow the Me110 as a formation of Me110s were then sighted preparing to attack him, 
and he took evasive action by flying into cloud, landing for refuelling at North Weald. An Me110 has 
been reported by 44th Infantry Brigade to have come down west of Colchester (M.3243) at about 15.40 
hours, which confirms this statement.

S/Ldr Blackwood landed by parachute unhurt near Great Totham (M.3030), his machine being 
burned out on account of a hit in the petrol tank. P/O Bergman baled out, landing near Southminster, 
wounded in the leg. No details of machine at present.

Sgt Prchal forced landed near Upminster unhurt. No details at present.
Span and range setting 60 feet and 250 yards respectively.
Camouflage of Dorniers grey green. Me109 had yellow roundels.
R/T between pilots was interfered with by North Weald.
Cine guns were not carried.

The names of the pilots taking part and details of rounds fired are:
 
F/Lt Sinclair D.F.C.    664 rounds  R4148
 S/Ldr Hess    763 rounds  P3143
 Sgt Zima   1688 rounds  P3159
 F/O Fechtner  1200 rounds  P3142 
 P/O Zimprich    480 rounds  P3156
 F/Lt Jefferies  1570 rounds, 1 stoppage  R4809
 Sgt Puda   1200 rounds  P3889
 Sgt Koukal    160 rounds  P8809

 S/Ldr Blackwood  a/c crashed. No record. P3887
 P/O Bergman  a/c crashed. No record. P3960
 Sgt Prchal  a/c crashed. No record. P3157

Considerable cloud up to 7,000 feet, above which there was sunshine but also much haze. 
Medium visibility.
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310 Squadron photographed at Duxford in early September. Standing L-R: P/O Stanislav Janouch, Sgts Josef 
Vopálecký, Raimund Půda, Karel  Šeda, Bohumír Fürst, Rudolf Zima. Seated: P/O Vilém Göth, F/Lt Josef Malý 
( Czech A Flight commander), F/Lt Gordon L Sinclair, DFC (British A Flight commander), F/O John E Boulton, 
F/Lt Jerrard Jefferies (British B Flight commander),          P/O Stanislav Zimprich, Sgt Josef Kaucký, F/Lt 
František Rypl ( Czech B Flight commander), P/O Emil      Fechtner and P/O Václav Bergman.   The Hurricane 
is P3143 flown by S/Ldr Hess on 26 August.
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